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Abstract

The story of soprano and opera impresaria Emma Carelli (1877–1928) has often been recounted as
the tale of a successful prima donna who rather abruptly turned to opera management in order to
assist her husband, Walter Mocchi, in his entrepreneurial ventures. Drawing on a wealth of unpub-
lished primary sources – including Carelli’s scrapbooks, critics’ reviews and a set of letters she wrote
to the impresario, critic and agent Adolfo Re Riccardi – my article demonstrates that Carelli’s choice
was entirely self-motivated and the product of her unique set of individual attributes. The signifi-
cance of Carelli’s journey can best be understood by situating the singer and impresaria within her
contemporary social landscape and by examining her personal story through the lens of women’s
history. Such a perspective unveils the strategies that she adopted to enact a stirring ideal of fem-
ininity in opposition to the values of the liberal state in early twentieth-century Italy.
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In April 1902 the magazine Italia moderna devoted an entire issue to the young and
fast-rising soprano Emma Carelli. Among a wide range of articles and encomia penned
by prominent opera and theatre critics, journalists and composers we find a short account
of Carelli’s early struggles in the opera world.1 The brief biographical sketch put together
by an anonymous writer on the editorial board of Italia moderna includes a paragraph-long
light-hearted narrative of an episode that well portrays Carelli’s assertiveness:

This girl not yet eighteen, endowed with an exuberant mind and a spirit infused with
the sacred flame of art but almost completely lacking in voice, after an endless series
of arguments with her own teacher, who was also her father, Beniamino Carelli, the
illustrious dean of the Neapolitan Conservatoire S. Pietro a Majella – one fine day –
bored with the constant opposition of that supremely annoying professor who
pretended to convince her that in the first place a voice was necessary in order to
sing – declared in front of the whole classroom that he was a donkey and, putting
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1 Italia moderna, Supplement to no. 6 (13 April 1902). This special number includes the reproduction of an auto-
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the hat jauntily on her dishevelled yet magnificent tresses, she strode out of the
School shouting that ‘she would show whether Emma Carelli could or could not
sing’.2

The anecdotical flavour of this writing (with probably apocryphal details) does not detract
from the impression that, from her formative years, Carelli demonstrated remarkable
assertiveness and scant tolerance for the norms of female behaviour. In effect, the tale
from Italia moderna already signals what Susan Rutherford has identified as Carell’s ‘rest-
less tilting against convention’.3 This aspect of the singer’s personality, which Rutherford
so convincingly discusses in relation to her activity as opera impresaria, had already been
adumbrated by Carelli’s brother, Augusto Carelli, in his moving and richly detailed biog-
raphy of his sister.4 More recently, Carelli has become the subject of a documentary film,
La prima donna (2019), in which film director Tony Saccucci similarly highlights not only
the innovative artistry of the singer but also her boldness as long-term impresaria of the
Teatro Costanzi in Rome (1911–26), by contextualising Carelli within the rapidly changing
socio-political system of Italy from the liberal age to the advent of fascism.5

After a precocious debut in Saverio Mercadante’s La vestale (1895), Emma Carelli per-
formed in minor Italian theatres for four years or so before her international career
was launched at the age of twenty-three through several appearances in quick succession
at the Teatro Costanzi in Rome (including in 1899 with Enrico Caruso) and the Milanese
Teatro alla Scala (season 1899/1900, with Francesco Tamagno and Arturo Toscanini). For
over a decade from 1900, Carelli brought the new operas of verismo composers – including
Giordano’s Fedora, Leoncavallo’s Zazà, Mascagni’s Iris and Puccini’s Tosca – to first-rank
Italian and European houses and to the major operatic centres of Latin America, where
she was present in most seasons between 1900 and 1909.6 This brilliant journey came
to a close between 1911 and 1912, when the singer took on the management of the
Teatro Costanzi in Rome, running the house until the fascist government nationalised
the venue in 1926. This period was marked by innovative programming and a hectic
pace of production, while the house was provided with a permanent chorus and orchestra
together with a set design workshop, all of which consolidated the key position of the
theatre in the cultural landscape of the capital.

2 ‘La fanciulla non ancora diciottenne, esuberante d’ingegno e di fuoco sacro ma quasi completamente sprov-
vista di voce, dopo una serie ininterrotta di scolastici dissensi col proprio maestro, il quale era poi anche suo
padre, Beniamino Carelli, l’illustre decano di S. Pietro a Maiella – un bel giorno – annoiata dall’opposizione cost-
ante di quel seccantissimo professore che pretendeva persuaderla che per cantare occorreva, prima d’ogni altra
cosa, la voce – gli aveva dato coram populi, dell’asino, e messasi di traverso sopra le magnifiche e disordinate trec-
cie il cappellino, se ne era uscita dalla Scuola, gridando “che avrebbe fatto veder lei se Emma Carelli poteva o non
poteva cantare”’, ‘Emma Carelli’, Italia moderna (13 April 1902), 4.

3 Susan Rutherford, ‘The Prima Donna as Opera Impresario’, in The Arts of the Prima Donna in the Long Nineteenth
Century, ed. Rachel Cowgill and Hilary Poriss (Cambridge, 2012), 272–89, at 275.

4 See Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli: trent’anni di vita del teatro lirico (Rome, 1932). I use the word impresaria and
not impresario following the Italian new tendency to feminise the names of professions, thus gendering them
rather than reducing them to a universalising male paradigm.

5 The film-documentary, written by Edoardo Carboni, Lorenzo Corsini and Tony Saccucci, was awarded the
Italian prize Nastro d’Argento in 2019. I am immensely grateful to Saccucci for sharing the archival material
he and his team assembled over more than two years of research in preparation for filming, and to theatre his-
torian Matteo Paoletti (part of the team) who pointed me towards specific archival collections in various sites in
Rome and gave me access to drafts of his forthcoming publications.

6 Carelli reappeared occasionally in Latin America in 1913 and – according to Paoletti – in 1914; see Matteo
Paoletti, ‘Emma Carelli: prima donna del teatro italiano’, EUDONNA (2020), 18–24, at 23. The last substantial series
of performances by Carelli was in the role of Strauss’s Elektra (in Italian translation) at the Teatro Costanzi, dur-
ing her first official season as the theatre’s general manager.
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My intention is not to recount the story of Carelli’s career as impresaria.7 Rather, I
provide the backstory to that career, examined from the perspective of women’s history.
By continuously defying well-established social codes of female conduct, Carelli inscribed
herself within a larger network of women who strove to shape their lives as ‘projects’ of
their own.8 Writers such as Sibilla Aleramo (1876–1960) and Olga Ossani (1857–1933) – the
latter has claims to be the first Italian female journalist – medical doctor Maria
Montessori (1870–1952) and actress Eleonora Duse (1858–1924), among many others,
took full control of (and responsibility for) their personal and professional journeys by
challenging the values that regulated the traditional constructions of femininity.9 These
exceptional figures advocated (from within or without the female movement) for the
right of women to pursue their art and professional ambitions. In Susan Glenn’s words,
they stood for their right ‘not only to “be a self” but to “be for [themselves]”’.10

In early twentieth-century Italy such aspirations threatened the socio-juridical system
that defined the values of the liberal state and aroused strong social resistance. In this
context, a woman who attempted to express her personality in the public arena of a pro-
fession was bound to be in tension with the long-cherished conservative ideal of domestic
femininity that the liberal state still proudly advertised. By framing Carelli within this cul-
tural and socio-political context, I hope to signal the ways in which the soprano and
impresaria disrupted ideals of traditional femininity by pursuing her own aspirations.
To this end, I will examine selected excerpts from Carelli’s own scrapbooks together
with a set of letters that she wrote to the critic and theatre impresario Adolfo Re
Riccardi in the early 1900s. I argue that a contextual reading of these materials reveals
a practical woman endowed with remarkable organisational skills, a keen interest in
the managerial side of her craft and a sharp eye for business – particularly during the
long months of touring Latin America. Carelli honed these characteristics throughout
her seventeen years on the opera stage (1895–1912). I contend that it was precisely
these qualities which enabled her transition from the stage to opera management, and
marked it as the independent choice and hard-fought battle of a woman determined to
live up to her own expectations.

Early twentieth-century Italy and women

In liberal Italy, the Codes of Law, the Church, social customs and positivist science contin-
ued to link the social value of women to their attributes as wives and mothers, and nur-
tured an aspiration for individual self-effacement which would find its reward in a life of
domestic bliss. It was true that in parliamentary debate a few isolated voices had been
levelled against the misogyny of Italian politics, and newspapers and periodicals such
as La vita and Critica sociale had attempted to advocate for women’s presence in public
life.11 The state system as a whole, however, discriminated against its female citizens.

7 Rutherford provides an overview in ‘The Prima Donna as Opera Impresario’, and I am currently working on a
monograph-length treatment.

8 See Annarita Buttafuoco, ‘Vite esemplari: donne nuove di primo Novecento’, in Svelamento: Sibilla Aleramo: una
biografia intellettuale, ed. Annarita Buttafuoco and Marina Zancan (Milan, 1988), 139–63, at 144–5.

9 On these four women, see Michela De Giorgio, ‘Madri del “secol novo”; sfide, lotte, scelte’, in Di generazione in
generazione: le italiane dall’Unità a oggi, ed. Maria Teresa Mori, Alessandra Pescarolo, Anna Scattigno and Simonetta
Soldati (Rome, 2014), 139–66, at 147; Valeria P. Bambini, ‘Maria Montessori: Liberare la madre: la pedagogia come
maternità sociale’, in Di generazione in generazione, 167–89; Mirella Schino, Il teatro di Eleonora Duse (Rome, 2008);
and Helen Sheehy, Eleonora Duse: A Biography (New York, 2003).

10 See Susan Glenn, Female Spectacle: The Theatrical Roots of Modern Feminism (Cambridge, MA, 2000), 29.
11 The Roman La vita was edited by pro-suffrage journalists Luigi Lodi and his wife Olga Ossani, while the

Milanese Critica sociale was the brainchild of socialist leader Filippo Turati. For political support of women,
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Not only did Italian women have no voting rights and a precarious citizenship that was
tied to their husband’s nationality, but their ability to act in the private sphere was
also severely hindered by the need for marital authorisation: wives were required to
seek their husbands’ consent for any transaction regarding their assets.12 Yet this ‘con-
struction’ of femininity, still stubbornly built on the old model of domesticity, bore little
relation to the every-day life of Italian women. Growing urban industrialisation pushed
the liberal state to adopt an ambivalent strategy, and demand that these modern angels
of the heart lend their arms as factory workers, or mould the minds of future generations
as primary school teachers. In exceptional cases, women were even permitted to take up
the professions and become journalists, doctors or lawyers.

Though burdened with a complex set of duties as workers, taxpayers, mothers, wives
and caretakers, Italian women were refused the corresponding rights. This situation only
worsened when the first wave of industrialisation came to an end, and the concentration
of big capital power on heavy industry made women’s labour (allegedly) redundant. In
this context, the passing of protective legislation on women’s and children’s labour
(Carcano Law, 1902) perversely created the conditions for more exploitation.13 This pater-
nalistic approach pushed women out of the job market and back inside the house, while
they were reemployed in those jobs that, being inherently unhealthy and dangerous,
tended to remain vacant.14 The Socialist Party played a key role in achieving this disas-
trous retrograde step, thereby alienating a large chunk of its female membership.15

These upheavals fuelled the political action of the women’s movement at the beginning
of the new century, when female organisations completely redefined their structures,
leading – in the words of Franca Pieroni Bortolotti, the foremost historian of Italian fem-
inism – to the ‘official birth of proper feminist associations’.16

The so-called Giolittian era (1900–11), named after the prime minister who shaped
Italian politics during that decade, was a period of great expectation for Italian women.
Through the publication of dozens of political journals and through countless philan-
thropic initiatives, female associations not only reached out to the highest number of
women to date, but also fuelled political debate around the ‘female question’, i.e. the con-
dition of women within the family, the workplace and vis-à-vis the state (two major cam-
paigns for female suffrage were promoted in 1904 and 1910, though both failed).17 As
revealed by Annarita Buttafuoco’s study of female periodicals (written by women for

see Daniela Rossini, ‘Feminism and Nationalism: The National Council of Italian Women, the World, War, and the
Rise of Fascism, 1911–1922’, Journal of Women’s History 3 (2014), 36–58, at 51, and Simonetta Soldani, ‘Una patria
“madre e matrigna”’, in Di generazione in generazione, ed. Mori et al., 37–60, at 49.

12 For an overview of the juridical status of Italian women in both the private and public spheres, see Sabina
Donati, A Political History of National Citizenship and Identity in Italy, 1861–1950 (Stanford, CA, 2013). On the effective
state of incapacity of married women, see Buttafuoco, ‘Vite esemplari’, 140–1. The rights and obligations of the
spouses were contained in art. 130 et seq. of the Codice Civile of 1865. Articles from 134 to 137 regulated marital
authorisation.

13 The Carcano Law limited the working day for women and children to a maximum of twelve hours and pro-
hibited women from working from a month before to a month after childbirth; see Victoria De Grazia, How
Fascism Ruled Women: Italy 1922–1945 (Berkeley, 1993), 20.

14 For the perverse effects of the protective laws on the work conditions of women, see Annarita Buttafuoco,
Cronache femminili: temi e momenti della stampa emancipazionista in Italia dall’Unità al Fascismo (Arezzo, 1988), 59, 66.

15 For an overview of the parliamentary debate that led to the Carcano Law and the involvement of the
Socialist Party in it, see Buttafuoco, Cronache, 64–6. See also Franca Pieroni Bortolotti, Socialismo e questione fem-
minile in Italia 1892–1922 (Milan, 1976), 107.

16 ‘la nascita ufficiale delle organizzazioni femministe vere e proprie’; see Bortolotti, Socialismo e questione fem-
minile, 108. See also Buttafuoco, Cronache, 89.

17 There were no paternity laws in Italy, while parental authority within the family lay exclusively with the
husband. In the workplace, women were paid a third less than men for the same work and, in their status of
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women), a febrile period of publishing activity aimed to support a programme of ‘continu-
ous education’ for women, stimulating women of any class or background to become
aware of their condition, abandon a passive attitude towards their life and take action
and responsibility for themselves.18

Emma Carelli’s early adult life, stellar singing years and career change spanned exactly
these years of hope for a brighter future for Italian women. One might imagine that this
political ferment would have alerted Carelli to the condition of women, but it was unlikely
that any such awareness would have transformed her into an activist for female emanci-
pation. An open commitment to this cause could still endanger the position of stage
artists or women whose professions put them under public scrutiny, such as popular
novelists or newspapers directors. Thus women writers, as Antonia Arslan has insightfully
observed, could not afford to scare away their female readership by drawing the logical
conclusions to which acute analyses of the female condition in their novels and short stor-
ies would naturally lead. Rather, these authors empathised with the suffering of their van-
quished protagonists and adopted their pessimistic views about ‘the inevitability of the
final defeat’ and ‘reasserted [traditional] social norms’.19

Singers and actresses, for their part, had long posed a direct threat to ‘true’ femininity
by publicly displaying their bodies in order to earn a livelihood and by enjoying a level of
autonomy denied to the ‘ordinary’ woman. To counteract this impression of dubious vir-
tue, nineteenth-century stage artists devised various strategies to display an image of cosy
domesticity, which was still deployed by many of them at the beginning of the new cen-
tury.20 In this situation, overt association with the political movement for female eman-
cipation would have been perceived as unwise for stage artists who had to protect their
careers and livelihoods.

With respect to Carelli, however, matters were more acute. In his biography of his sis-
ter, Augusto Carelli mentions her conservative political inclinations, explaining that her
vision was fundamentally at odds with that of her (at the time) socialist husband
Walter Mocchi. Before marrying Mocchi, Carelli joined him on a small island in southern
Italy where Mocchi was confined under house arrest following his involvement in the
1898 social unrest around Naples. Reflecting on this episode, Susan Rutherford cautiously
advanced the hypothesis that Carelli might have been close to the political beliefs of
Mocchi, only to dismiss this possibility and side with the narrative provided by
Augusto Carelli. The singer’s sympathy for the proletariat was limited ‘to the idea of
nationalism, a well-trained army, and a flourishing industrial workforce – all makers of
the “new” Italy’, states Rutherford, foregrounding Carelli’s latent affinity with the future
fascist ideology.21 Such a backdrop could actually align Carelli with possible a-feminist or
anti-feminist positions that were shared by a number of high-profile women, such as jour-
nalist Matilde Serao and writer Neera.22 The combined argument of Augusto Carelli and

citizens, women had no voting rights. The suffrage law of 1911 (Giolitti law) extended the voting rights to all
male citizens, confirming the exclusion of women.

18 See Buttafuoco, Cronache, 15, 18.
19 Antonia Arslan, ‘Ideologia e autorappresentazione: donne intellettuali era Ottocento e Novecento’, in Sibilla

Aleramo, ed. Buttafuoco and Zancan, 164–77, at 169.
20 For the different strategies adopted, see Giovanna Ciotti Cavalletto, Attrici e società nell’Ottocento italiano

(Milan, 1978); Roger Freitas, ‘Singing Herself: Adelina Patti and the Performance of Femininity’, Journal of the
American Musicological Society 2 (2018), 287–369; Marianna Zannoni, Il teatro in fotografia: l’immagine della prima
attrice Italiana far Otto e Novecento (Pisa, 2018).

21 Rutherford, ‘The Prima Donna as Opera Impresario’, 276.
22 For the antifeminist stance of Neera (pseudonym of Anna Radius Zuccari, 1846–1918) and Serao, see Marina

Zancan, ‘Fervori letterari tra Milano e Roma’, 99–120, and Rosanna Melis, ‘Matilde Serao: una scrittura quotidi-
ana’, 121–35, in Di generazione in generazione, ed. Mori et al.
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Susan Rutherford might even be reinforced by further evidence that has emerged
recently. In 1925, the fascist government led a secret political investigation into
Carelli’s directorship of the Teatro Costanzi, following up on anonymous allegations
that accused the impresaria of being an opponent of the regime, openly insulting its
most eminent personalities. The report of the Chief of Police reveals that the fascists
were unconcerned about these attacks:

Regarding the anonymous accusation, the investigation demonstrated that in her
speeches in the premises of the theatre [Carelli] was in the habit of attacking mem-
bers of the fascist government, as well as the Prime Minister. However, it appears
that she only talks that way because Carelli had demanded from the government a
grant to lighten the heavy expenses that she will have to bear for the forthcoming
lyrical season, and has not yet obtained it. … Mrs Carelli does not have any political
principles, because she does not care about politics at all.23

For the regime, the matter was settled by ascertaining that Carelli’s reasons had nothing
to do with politics, and she was preoccupied with securing the money to run her season.
Establishing the absence of political convictions on the part of Carelli requires a consid-
erable degree of conjectural thinking. However, Carelli’s hopes to be appointed artistic
director of a nationalised Teatro Costanzi after she and Mocchi sold their majority shares
to the fascist government demonstrates that, beyond and above politics, her heart lay with
the future of the theatre.24 Whatever image we feel inclined to form of Carelli, one recur-
ring element defines her personality again and again: her determination to sustain a per-
sonal life-project that could find no endorsement within the values of the society she
inhabited.

The scrapbooks: clues to Carelli

For about seventeen years, Carelli meticulously collected her press reviews and other
performance-related materials in nine scrapbooks, all scrupulously itemised. It is truly
a fascinating source, invaluable from both biographical and historiographical points of
view. This assemblage helps us to reconstruct the phases of Carelli’s stage career with
some precision, create a timeline of her performances, and identify a wealth of sources
of press criticism. In several cases, the performance histories of little-known operas
and major works in what were considered at the time as remote countries can be partially
pieced together through the documents assembled by the singer. The scrapbooks also
exhibit interesting strategies of self-representation and more broadly feed into gender
studies and women’s history.25 Obvious limits of space hinder a full and many-layered

23 ‘Circa quanto si addebita alla Signora Carelli con gli anonimi che restituisco, è risultato che veramente
costei nel locali del teatro con i suoi discorsi attacca i componenti il Governo Fascista ed anche S.E. il
Presidente del Consiglio. Si attribuisce tale contegno al fatto di aver la Carelli richiesto al Governo la sovvenzione
per alleviare le forti spese che dovrà sostenere per la imminente stagione lirica, e di non averla ancora ottenuta’,
Ministero dell’Interno, Direzione generale di pubblica sicurezza, Divisione polizia politica, Fascicoli personali,
b. 245, f. Carelli, Report of the Chief of Police, 14 December 1925. I am very grateful to Edoardo Carboni for shar-
ing these documents with me.

24 For a detailed narrative regarding the subsequent phases in the ownership of the Teatro Costanzi and its
financial situation at the end of the Carelli/Mocchi administration, see Matteo Paoletti, A Huge Revolution of
Theatrical Commerce: Walter Mocchi and the Italian Musical Theatre Business in South America (Cambridge, 2020).

25 The subjective intentions of the compiler of an autobiographical scrapbook may also form the object of
historical-cultural analysis and open new perspectives on identity, aesthetics and gender. Gerardo Guccini
addresses a different medium (the concert) to develop a theory of self-representation in his ‘Maria Callas: il
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analysis of the scrapbooks here, but they are nevertheless valuable clues to specific qual-
ities of Carelli’s personality.

Only seven of Carelli’s nine original albums survive today. They are housed at the
Historical Archive of the Rome Opera House, the venue that, under the name of Teatro
Costanzi, Carelli directed for over fourteen years (1911–26).26 Most of the scrapbooks’ con-
tent is made up of press reviews that cover the performance history of the soprano from
the provincial theatres where Carelli took her first steps, to major Italian, European and
Latin American opera houses. Carelli devised specific strategies to collect this material
and determine what to keep and what to leave out. Unsurprisingly she often included
only those sections of reviews which discussed her own performance.

The writing she selected contained admiring as well as damning comments about her
singing and acting, and Carelli often seemed more interested in the critical reviews than
in the flattering ones, as if she were engaging in solitary reflection or intellectual dispute
with those condemning voices. She would highlight in pen entire paragraphs or underline
specific sentences that expressed negative or challenging remarks by the critics. (There is
no evidence that it was actually Carelli who marked the text, but the consistency of the
approach and the interest in particularly insightful remarks about her interpretations and
vocal limitations strongly suggest that it was she who scribbled on the text.) Only on spe-
cific occasions would Carelli paste in whole reviews: for premieres and for local premieres
of operas first performed elsewhere, such as the 1900 Tosca premiere at the Teatro de la
Opera in Buenos Aires (where Carelli in the title role was the only singer who had not
participated in its Rome premiere). Finally, she collected complete reviews of works
whose intrinsic artistic value was the object of heated critical debate, such as
Mascagni’s Iris and Leoncavallo’s Zazà, which became two of Carelli’s signature roles.
Together with the reviews, however, Carelli collected other valuable materials, such as
theatre programmes, playbills, long handwritten schedules of performances for the
Latin American tours and, again when touring Latin America, a far more prosaic type
of document: the receipts of the handsome payments she received for her benefit
performances.

These different items provide us with access to the singer’s mindset. By mining
Carelli’s scrapbooks, her exactness, accuracy, pragmatic nature and the various elements
that attracted her attention while being a performer emerge. For instance, her data col-
lection was faultless. All the names of newspapers and magazines, and the dates that she
provided for the articles (or sections of them) that she included in the scrapbooks are cor-
rect. Every time I could double-check Carelli’s entry against the periodical in question, I
have been able to verify that she provided the correct information, only in a few instances
missing the exact date by one day.27 With regard to other materials, Carelli tended to
report more thoroughly on the season’s programming and the financial aspects of specific
performances and their organisation while touring the Latin American venues. On these
occasions, she would write the lengthy schedules of rehearsals and performances directly

teatro dei concerti’, Acting Archives 19 (2020). See also Cherish Watton, ‘Suffrage Scrapbooks and Emotional
Histories of Women’s Activism’, Women’s History Review 31 (2022), 1028–46; and Pepper Stetler, ‘Albert
Renger-Patzsch’s Scrapbooks’, Getty Research Journal 12 (2020), 231–40.

26 They are held as Albi Raccolta Rassegna Stampa Emma Carelli, Roma, Fondazione Teatro dell’Opera di Roma,
Archivio Storico, and include: Albo no. 76, 1896; Albo no. 77, 1899; Albo no. 79, 1901; Albo no. 80, 1902; Albo no.
81, 1903; Albo no. 82, 1904, and Albo no. 83, 1906.

27 I was able to corroborate c.170 newspaper and magazine articles which appear in Carelli’s scrapbooks with
copies of the periodicals at the Biblioteca Nazionale and Biblioteca Museo Teatrale SIAE del Burcardo (Rome); the
Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense and the Historical Archive of Teatro alla Scala (Milan); and the Biblioteca
Nacional, Biblioteca del Congreso, Historical Archive of the Teatro Colón and Instituto Nacional de
Musicología Carlos Vega (Buenos Aires).
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into the scrapbooks, annotating the dates of each performance, including the many in
which she did not participate, and the names of each singer and conductor – a habit
she did not seem to have adopted when she performed in Italy.28

The receipts of earnings and shares from benefit concerts also became an object of col-
lecting interest and, perhaps, an aid to analysing the economics of the theatre industry.
The singer was always eager to collect the reviews of her benefit concerts. They often
listed jewels and other precious gifts presented to Carelli during her farewell perfor-
mances, and so recorded her growing artistic prestige and international ranking.
However, for the Latin American benefit performances only, Carelli included the cargos
de boleteria (box-office receipts) in addition to the reviews. These receipts itemised the
earnings for each seat category, the price per seat, the total profit and the split between
Carelli and the management.29 Carelli may simply have been proud of the astounding
amounts she was earning in Latin America. Or perhaps she collected these documents
because she had a specific interest in the Latin American operatic market and its econom-
ics, an idea supported by the content and tone of the correspondence with Adolfo Re
Riccardi that I mentioned at the opening of the article. However, before I venture any fur-
ther into this subject, I will address the critical reception of the singer to demonstrate
how perceptions of her unconventionality, modernity and highly defined artistic individu-
ality contribute to my broader contention: that Carelli was shaping her life, in a deliberate
and self-conscious way, as a project of her own.

The early reviews describe Carelli as a fine and intelligent singer who – trained at the
excellent singing school of her father Beniamino Carelli – could rely on a solid vocal tech-
nique. Judgements about her acting vary. Reviewing her interpretation of Massenet’s
Manon as early as 1897, some observed that ‘the simplicity and naturalness of her move-
ments charm the audience’, while others, such as the critic of Il pungolo parlamentare,
pointed out that she ‘falls into deplorable exaggerations which coarsen her gestures’.30

The critical consensus around her voice was that it was small, fresh and well-cultivated.
However, the critic of Il pungolo underlines the shrillness of Carelli’s voice in the upper
range, although ‘it acquires great charm and the sweetest of sound in thinly scored and
delicate passages’.31 La tribuna confirms this opinion by praising the ‘flexibility of
[Carelli’s] voice’ and her ability to ‘expressively colour the musical phrase’ –
notwithstanding the limited range of her voice.32 Portrayals such as these are completely
at odds with the type of singing and expressivity with which Carelli was associated only a
few years later, when her vehement and thunderous renditions of verismo roles such as
Mascagni’s Santuzza (Cavalleria rusticana) and Iris, Giordano’s Fedora, Puccini’s Tosca,
and Leoncavallo’s Zazà were disrupting long-established vocal practices. Tellingly, the

28 For instance the 1902 season at the Teatro Politeama Argentino in Buenos Aires and Montevideo (Uruguay)
with the Nino Bernabei company (see Albo no. 79, 1901), the 1903 season in Argentina with the Bernabei com-
pany (see Albo no. 80, 1902) and the long 1905 season at the Teatro Municipal de Santiago (Chile) with the Angelo
Padovani company (see Albo no. 82, 1904).

29 Examples of this type of document are the box office receipts for the benefit of Carelli at the Teatro Olimpo
at Rosario Sante Fe (Argentina) on 21 August 1903 (see Albo no. 81, 1903) and the benefit concert at the Teatro
Municipal de Santiago, Chile, on 1 October 1905 (see Albo no. 82, 1905).

30 ‘la semplicità e naturalezza dei movementi affascina il pubblico’, Il raccoglitore (1 May 1897); ‘la Carelli … è
precipitata in una esagerazione deplorevole fino a gestire sguaiatamente’, Il pungolo parlamentare (6 February
1898). Both critics review Carelli in the title role of Massenet’s Manon but in different performances given at dif-
ferent venues: Il raccoglitore reports from the Teatro Sociale in Rovigo, and Il pungolo parlamentare from the Teatro
Mercadante in Naples.

31 ‘ha una voce poco voluminosa e un pò stridula nelle note acute ma che acquista un grande fascino e un
suono dolcissimo nel canto tenue e delicato’, Il pungolo parlamentare (6 February 1898).

32 ‘Quanta pieghevolezza nella voce, quanta colorita espressione nelle frasi!’, La tribuna Sportiva (13 February
1898). This review comments on one of the Manon performances in Naples.
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comments of the critic for Il pungolo on Carelli’s lack of vocal power piqued the singer’s
interest. She marked in blue the section of the review which digressed on her shortcom-
ings in Manon’s third act, the most tumultuously dramatic. While in Acts I and II the
‘exquisite’ singing of Carelli well suited the delicate sections in Manon’s role, the complex-
ity of overwhelming sentiments in Act III required ‘a voice more robust and warm … a
vehement and dramatic expansion of singing’, which the young artist seemed incapable
of producing.33 Carelli might have sensed or hoped that her voice would develop into a
heavier, more dramatic type that could open the way to the erotically charged characters
of modern operas that were better attuned to her fiery personality.

The first noteworthy role which offered scope for these traits to shine was undoubtedly
the eponymous heroine of Umberto Giordano’s Fedora. After the successful premiere of
the work at the Teatro Lirico in Milan (1898) with Gemma Bellincioni in the title role
and Enrico Caruso as Loris, Carelli was engaged hastily for the Mantua production (14
January 1899).34 Having heard Carelli in Camillo De Nardis’s Stella at the same Teatro
Lirico (in November 1898), Giordano was determined to secure the singer as the protag-
onist for his Fedora.35 The composer’s instincts pointed him in the right direction, as the
reviews of the Mantuan Fedora confirm. According to the critics of La provincia di Mantova,
Corriere di Napoli and Don Marzio, several parts of the opera, including the prayer (la preg-
hiera) and the oath (il giuramento) from Act I, which had previously gone unnoticed with
Bellincioni in the role, were enthusiastically received by the audience.36 Starting with this
series of performances in Mantua, the press approved what was to become a long-running
association between Carelli and the most popular roles of modern operas produced at the
apogee of verismo. According to the press, Carelli’s ability to persuade and move the audi-
ence with her interpretations of true-to-life characters rested on two fundamental attri-
butes of her artistry: modern acting and an innovative approach to expressively nuanced
diction.

For Lionello Spada reviewing Carelli in Mascagni’s Iris at the Teatro Costanzi in 1902,
the singer

lives in the character; in fact, in what is truly a creative miracle, she gives to it every-
thing that is missing in the libretto in terms of truth, and frank naivety; when the
sweet girl tightly embraces the doll against her chest as if it were a living creature,
when she is inebriated with the memory of her little house and its small garden and
its flowers, and when she reaches the drama’s greatest heights in the terror of her
dream which foretells her misfortune; in the defence of her purity from the tempta-
tions of the seducer, and the awakening of her senses … She modulates [her singing]
according to the action and fuses together vocal mastery and dramatic effectiveness

33 ‘Qui sarebbe occorsa una voce più robusta e più calda … una espansione veemente e drammatica di canto’, Il
pungolo (6 February 1898).

34 The cast for the Mantua run of Fedora included (together with Carelli) E. Giannini-Grifoni (Loris), Arturo
Colautti (De Siriex) and Italia Del Torre (Countess Olga Sukarev). Giordano was present and received numerous
curtain-calls at the end of each act. Carelli annotated in her scrapbook that the Carnival season in Mantua
included nineteen performances of Fedora and twelve of Saffo by Giovanni Pacini in just two months (from 25
December to 5 February); see Albo no. 76, 1896.

35 Giordano had to overcome many contractual hurdles to free Carelli from previous engagements, and with
the aid of Sonzogno and other impresarios secured the engagement of the singer for the Mantuan run of Fedora;
see Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli (Rome, 1932), 41–2.

36 All three reviews from these newspapers are dated 15 January 1899. Newspapers from Naples, Rome and
Milan sent their correspondents to Mantua according to Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli, 42–3. (However, he indi-
cates 26 December 1898 as the opening night, which is incorrect.) The clippings in Carelli’s scrapbook preserve
reviews from the Milanese Il secolo, the Neapolitan Don Marzio and Corriere di Napoli and the Mantuan La nuova
terra; see Albo no. 76, 1896.
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… [and thus] achieves the great modern conquest of those perfect and privileged
artists, who can not only sing their part with art but also embody their character
with sincerity on the stage.37

The unusual ability of Carelli to match high-level singing with a truthful representation of
the drama is labelled as ‘modern’. The standard of her acting, moreover, prompted endless
comparisons with the great actresses of the spoken theatre of her age, above all Eleonora
Duse, Virginia Mariani and Virginia Reiter. The modernity of Carelli, however, was also
perceived in her specific manner of articulating the words: a clear and richly varied pro-
nunciation of the text that lent a vibrant, vital quality to her phrasing, fleshing out the
voluptuous morbidezza of her characters. In a 1904 production of Iris (again at the
Teatro Costanzi) Nicola D’Atri from Il giornale d’Italia observes that

Carelli has no peer in the part of Iris which she has actually created … the sweetness of
her perfectly in-tune voice, the marvellous clarity of her diction, the warm phrasing,
all the female softness (morbidezza) that is in the music of Iris [and that Carelli] trans-
formed into shades of colour, renewed the ancient admiration of her Roman fans.38

D’Atri, as well as many other commentators before and after him, plainly acknowledged
the key role of Carelli in ensuring the success of the work. Similar statements can be read
with regard to other roles, including the heroines of Leoncavallo’s Zazà – which ‘has con-
quered its place in the repertoire because of Carelli, its greatest and most sophisticated
protagonist’ – and Puccini’s Tosca.39

Beyond her perceived modernity, Carelli’s interpretations of all these characters, as
well as those from a handful of romantic melodrammi, reflect the unconventional approach
of the singer to artistic representation – as well as her open refusal of traditional modes of
stage performance. A brilliant daughter of her era, she aimed at a frank, utterly human
and highly moving incarnation of her characters without ever shying away from the
ugly or uncomfortable aspects implicit in the plot. Carelli, as we have seen, would pay
close attention to the critical response to her interpretations, and it satisfied her that
critics wrestled over her highly individualised, defiant and unconventional renditions.

Carelli’s defiant attitude towards tradition was underscored by critics all over Italy. Her
Desdemona, performed opposite Tamagno’s Otello during her first season at the Teatro
alla Scala in 1899, was frowned upon by the critic of the Milanese La perseveranza,
Giovanni Battista Nappi. Carelli circled the whole paragraph concerning her performance
and scribbled a plus sign next to the following sentence: ‘she gave us a Desdemona infused

37 ‘Essa vive nel personaggio; anzi, per miracolo di creazione, essa gli dà tutto quello che manca nel libretto di
verità, d’ingenuità schietta; quando la dolce fanciulla stringe al seno come creatura viva la sua bambola, e quando
s’inebbria al ricordo della sua casetta, del suo breve giardino, dei suoi fiori, e quando tocca le altezze del dramma
nei terrori del sogno, che le predicono la sua sventura; nella difesa della sua innocenza, dalle insidie del sedut-
tore, e dallo svegliarsi dei sensi … Cosí poi l’accorda con l’azione, cosí fonde insieme valentia lirica ed efficacia
drammatica, che … riesce ad affermare la grande conquista moderna degli artisti perfetti e privilegiati, per cui
non soltanto la parte viene cantata con arte, ma vissuta sulle scene con verità’, Lionello Spada, Il fanfulla (14
March 1902).

38 ‘Emma Carelli, protagonista che non ha ancora un’emula nella parte di Iris, da lei veramente creata … la dol-
cezza della sua voce intontissima, la chiarezza meravigliosa della dizione, il fraseggiare caldo, tutta la morbidezza
muliebre ch’è nella musica d’Iris transfusa nelle sue modulazioni, le rinnovarono nel pubblico tutti gli antichi
ammiratori romani’, Nicola D’Atri, Giornale d’Italia (2 November 1904) [my emphases].

39 ‘In due parole se la Zazà si è imposta lo si deve alla celebre Carelli che ne dev’essere la più grande e ricercata
protagonista’, Il faro romagnolo (July 1902). The performance reviewed was given at the Teatro Malibran in Venice.
Carelli spent the summer of 1901 in Italy.
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with rebellion rather than that passivity to which the tragedy condemned her. The poetry
that envelops this character, all sweetness, humbleness and submissiveness, comes out
rather blurred.’40 The sense of measure and balance that Nappi urged Carelli to find
did not sit well with the interpreter. Only a month before the beginning of this season,
Carelli was playing Margherita in Boito’s Mefistofele in Rome. In this character, a critic
reports that Carelli ‘departs from the tradition of the great interpreters and creates a
non-Romantic Margherita’.41

This departure from tradition is well explained in Augusto Carelli’s biography as a viv-
idly naturalistic portrayal of the character in which Carelli ignores every model of ideal
beauty in her efforts to portray ‘a scrap of agonized life’, in the singer’s alleged own
words.42 Carelli’s Margherita was hailed as a new creation and Carelli not only took
just pride in this reaction, but she also sought the blessing of the opera’s composer.
Carelli wrote to Boito to justify her unconventional approach to Margherita. In his
response, preserved in one of the scrapbooks, he praises Carelli for her

new concept of Art … [that] could be neither more correct nor more clearly thought
and expressed. If you have succeeded in realising it (I have no doubt) you deserve the
clamorous triumph you obtained. I rejoice with you and for you and for the import-
ant aid that you are preparing to give to the Italian lyric theatre.43

Boito’s prediction was fulfilled by Carelli, whose remarkable artistic individuality and per-
sonal independence set her on a journey of extraordinary female achievement.

The correspondence with Adolfo Re Riccardi

One of Italy’s most respected critics and impresarios, Adolfo Re Riccardi (1859–1943), was
a prominent figure in the theatrical life of the country and controlled most spoken theatre
companies through his exclusive copyright over successful French plays.44 The Archivio
del Museo Teatrale del Burcardo in Rome preserves a set of letters and short notes
that Carelli wrote to Re Riccardi in the early 1900s. This correspondence clearly highlights
how Carelli valued Re Riccardi’s friendship and admired the man with whom she sought
to remain on good terms. Being a practical woman, Carelli typically discussed money mat-
ters, the vicissitudes of opera seasons and the news from the theatre world and its pro-
tagonists, although she also indulged in lighter topics such as the weather and gossip. One
letter, however, is particularly telling in terms of Carelli’s shifting interests from her own
singing to the business opportunities for opera management. This missive was written

40 ‘essa ci diede una Desdemona con intenzioni di ribellione da quella passività, a cui l’ha condannata la tra-
gedia. La poesia che circonfonde questo personaggio, tutta dolcezza, umiltà, rassegnazione, viene così alquanto
offuscata’, Giovanni Battista Nappi, La perseveranza (28 December 1899), Albo no. 77, 1899.

41 ‘Emma Carelli sostenne la sua parte allontanandosi dalla tradizione dei grandi interpreti e personificando
una Margherita non romantica’, Corriere della sera (24 November 1899).

42 ‘rottame di vita angosciosa’, Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli, 52. Augusto is reporting a conversation between
Carelli and the baritone Delfino Menotti, who criticised the soprano’s excesses in Margherita citing the need to
preserve beauty in artistic representation. On this episode see also Rutherford, ‘The Prima Donna as Opera
Impresario’, 275.

43 ‘Il concetto d’Arte … non può essere né più giusto né più schiettamente pensato ed espresso. Se siete rius-
cita a realizzarlo (non ne dubito) vi meritate il clamoroso trionfo che avete conseguito. Mi rallegro con voi e per
voi pel possente aiuto che state per dare al teatro lirico italiano.’ The letter is preserved in Carelli’s scrapbook
Albo no. 77, 1899, but also reproduced in Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli, 52.

44 Riccardi was also an agent. He owned the theatre magazine Piccolo Faust and wrote for L’Arte drammatica. As
an impresario he introduced many foreign plays to Italy, especially from successful popular genres such as
pochade and vaudeville, http://www.bibliotecateatralesiae.it/fondi/rericcardi.asp
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from Buenos Aires on the 15 May 1907.45 The year 1907 marked her fifth season in Latin
America, following the 1900, 1902 and 1903 tours of Argentina and Brazil and a long 1905
season at the Teatro Municipal de Santiago, Chile. In May 1907 she was singing at the
Teatro Coliseo for the Gran Compañia Lírica Italiana managed by Cesare Ciacchi, the
impresario who would play a key role in the operatic ventures of Walter Mocchi that
began at the end of that season with the creation of the Sociedad Teatral
Ítalo-Argentina (STIA).46 Given the importance of this document I will quote it in full
(and see Figure 1 for a reproduction of the first page):

Dearest friend,

last night I opened the season with Tosca, triumphantly. The season has thus begun
splendidly and I am very happy not only for me, but especially for you, because I
know that a smoothly run season will not give you any headaches.

Figure 1. First page of Carelli’s letter to Adolfo Re Riccardi, 15 May 1907, courtesy of Biblioteca Museo

Teatrale SIAE.

45 Although the year isn’t specified, I have been able to identify it through Carelli’s other writing: she indicates
the previous day, 14 May, as the opening night of the season at the Teatro Coliseo, and the billboard of Tosca in
Carelli’s scrapbook displays the same date (Albo no. 83, 1906); in addition, she mentions that Eleonora Duse is due
to perform in Buenos Aires, and she toured the Latin American stages on only two occasions, 1885 and 1907.

46 Mocchi was among the instigators of two transoceanic enterprises known as STIA (Sociedad Teatral
Ítalo-Argentina) and STIN (Società Teatrale Internazionale). The intricate vicissitudes of these organisations
and their transformations have been painstakingly reconstructed by Matteo Paoletti; see Paoletti, A Huge
Revolution of Theatrical Commerce, and Paoletti, Mascagni, Mocchi, Sonzogno: La Società Teatrale Internazionale (1908–
1931) e i suoi protagonisti (Bologna, 2015).
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If you could see what a marvellous city is this B.A.! and how a man like yourself,
although you cannot really complain about Italy, would have found a limitless
field of action here! There is room for everybody here!

Imagine that the financier of our theatre, who is also the owner, owns a casino café
chantant with a sort of hotel, a car park, a pavillon de las rosas sort of hall, where
you can have tea and dinner, and then the splendid Coliseo, where 3000 people can
be seated: 630 in the stalls, 600 in the balconies, 1,000 in the gallery and 800 in the
amphitheatre. A modern and rich theatre, because the Argentine woman, who spends
a fortune on dressing up, will simply not turn up if the setting is not beautiful!

The interior design is also wonderful and worth a million and a half. The stage costs
8,000 pesos! 20,000 liras! In this way it is possible to run a theatre! The country has
made such huge strides economically that we Europeans cannot even imagine it.

Imagine that Duse’s impresario has made profit with [illegible name of the play] pre-
senting it in a theatre had [illegible writing].

Ciacchi already knows that he has to telegraph you 6,500 liras at the end of the month
and, after all, Nicolai is informed about everything.

Here the autumn is beautiful and there with you the summer begins; have fun and
enjoy your summery spirit.

I send you my most loving greetings,

Emma Carelli47

The opening sentence suggests that Re Riccardi had invested his own money in this season
at the Teatro Coliseo. In effect, Carelli is rejoicing not only in her own success (‘I opened
the season triumphantly’) but ‘especially’ in the certainty that the season will run
smoothly and, therefore, will not create any problems for Re Riccardi.48 Moreover,
Cesare Ciacchi, the impresario who organised the season and apparently owned the

47 ‘Carissimo amico, iersera ho debuttato con Tosca, trionfalmente. La stagione è cominciata così stupenda-
mente ed io ne sono felice non solo per me, ma specialmente per la tranquillità che mi dà perchè tutto sia rego-
lato in modo da non darvi il più piccolo disturbo. / Se voi vedeste quale meravigliosa città è questa B. A! e come
un uomo come voi, benchè non possiate lamentarvi davvero dell’Italia, avrebbe trovato qui un campo d’azione
illimitato! Qui vi è posto per tutti! / Figuratevi che il capitalista del nostro teatro, e che ne è anche proprietario,
possiede il casino cafè chantant con una specie di hotel, un garage di automobili, un pavillon de las rosas specie
di hall, dove si va a prendere il the [sic], ed a cenare, e poi il Coliseo, splendido, dove entrano 3000 persone: 630 in
poltrone, 600 nei palchi, 1000 nel loggione e 800 nell’anfiteatro. Un teatro moderno e ricco perchè la donna
argentina, che spende una sostanza per vestirsi, se non ha una bella cornice non va! / L’Opera ha tutto il suo
adorno completo: un milione e 1/2 circa! Il palco costa 8000 ps! 20,000 l! Così si può fare il teatro! Il paese è
in tale progresso economico che noialtri europei non possiamo farcene un’idea. / L’impresario della Duse, da
Rosa, ha perfino guadagnato con [illegible] … presentandolo in un teatro avuto … [illegible] / Ciacchi sa che
deve telegrafarvi alla fine del mese 6500 l. del resto Nicolai è informato di tutto. / Qui l’autunno è bellissimo,
e da voi comincia l’estate; divertitevi e godetevi il vostro spirito estivo. / Abbiatevi i miei più affettuosi saluti.
Emma Carelli’, Emma Carelli to Adolfo Re Riccardi, 15 May 1907, Aut.028.A23.04, Fondo Boutet, Museo
Teatrale del Burcardo, Rome.

48 Tosca opened the season of the Gran Compañia Lírica Italiana on 14 May 1907. The stellar cast included
Giovanni Zenatello in the role of Mario Cavaradossi and Pasquale Amato in that of Scarpia.
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Coliseo as well as other businesses orbiting around the theatre, will pay 6,500 liras to
Riccardi by the end of May through Nicolai (Riccardi’s secretary).

It is clear that Carelli was stirred by the thought of the financial gains that could be
made in a city like Buenos Aires, where business opportunities lay round every corner,
as long as one could spot them. For instance, Carelli mentions in passing the thirst for
luxury of Argentine woman, only to highlight how astutely Ciacchi had exploited that
desire and catered to it with a lavish interior design. As the collecting of cargos de boleteria
in her scrapbooks suggests, Carelli was closely observing the mechanism of costs and prof-
its in Latin American venues. Because Carelli was talking to another businessman, she lists
the capacity of the theatre per order of seats, each of which had an impact on the theatre’s
general revenue. Her detailed figures, therefore, were not mere pedantry; they were
meant to provide Riccardi with an idea of the possible scale of the business. In the
same vein, the numbers she specifically indicates for the expenditure on stage refurbish-
ment underline the financial possibilities of the Latin American market. Finally, her
excitement peaks with the exclamation ‘In this way it is possible to run a theatre!’, imply-
ing the enormous potential for investment and the necessity to operate in the southern
hemisphere at that very moment. As she remarks to Re Riccardi himself ‘although you
cannot really complain about Italy, [you] would have found a limitless field of action
here’. It is striking that Carelli closes this long message on a genuine if abrupt personal
note, as she appeals to her friend’s summery spirit, thus revealing the intimate side of
their relationship. But the warmth of this final greeting comes across as an after-thought,
from someone preoccupied with the hurly-burly of the daily life of a theatre.

In 1907 Carelli was planning ahead, almost certainly envisaging a change of direction
for herself. The soprano–impresaria’s long-accepted life story was initiated by her brother
Augusto. In his biography, he stated that Emma reluctantly conceded to the request from
her husband Walter Mocchi to take on the management of the Teatro Costanzi, a request
motivated by the difficulties of supervising the Roman opera house while being constantly
entangled in the organisation of other connected venues on the other side of the Atlantic.
Mocchi took an interest in the entertainment industry when his chances of a future in
politics had faded, in part because of his association with Carelli. Mocchi’s allegiance to
the extreme left-wing fringes of the socialist movement hardly suited the position of
an international opera star.49 In 1904, her husband’s active involvement in the organisa-
tion of a major national strike permanently compromised Carelli’s career in Italy, and
prompted the soprano to attempt suicide.50 After these hurdles (and an unsuccessful
bid for a Parliamentary seat), Mocchi renounced his political aspirations and became for-
mally his wife’s agent, organising an Italian tour for her in 1906 and taking on large-scale
management tasks in the form of international trusts in 1907.

According to Augusto Carelli, Mocchi put forward his request for help with the man-
agement of the Costanzi at some point around 1911, when Emma was thirty-four years old
and still a busy singer. In other words, we are asked to believe that such an independent-
minded woman would have agreed to end her singing career (a career she had fought for
despite the considerable disadvantage of being married to a socialist agitator) and under-
take a new endeavour irrespective of or even against her own desires. The narrative put
forward in Carelli’s biography, which has solidified over the years into accepted truth,

49 As both Augusto Carelli and Susan Rutherford explain, Mocchi’s political beginnings were rooted in revo-
lutionary syndicalism. After his involvement in the 1898 social upheavals of southern Italy, Mocchi began a car-
eer as a union representative and journalist promoting major national protests and strikes. His union with an
opera singer, whose entourage was certainly not formed by factory workers and members of unions, made
him the target of bitter criticism and even derision within left-wing circles.

50 Augusto Carelli, Emma Carelli, 107, and Rutherford ‘The Prima Donna as Opera Impresario’, 276.
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needs to be questioned, not least because it does not square with the evidence. Carelli
took an active part in the entrepreneurial operations of Mocchi well before 1911. She
most likely liaised with her husband about most decisions, went over details, made intro-
ductions, fixed meetings and curated relationships, as the correspondence with
Re Riccardi (not to mention her international network of connections as an opera star)
also suggests. In the set of letters to the theatre impresario, brief messages informed
Re Riccardi of the whereabouts of Mocchi, or fixed places and times for meetings between
the three of them.51 Of course, these documents need to be contextualised in the travel-
ling habits of Carelli and Mocchi. Notwithstanding his considerable professional commit-
ments as both a journalist and union representative, Mocchi often accompanied his wife
during the long Latin American touring seasons. It could be inferred that the couple stud-
ied the southern operatic market on these occasions and pondered together its potential
for economic exploitation in the forms of international ventures that were set in motion
only a few years later.

Additional proof of Carelli’s active involvement in managerial activities since at least
the 1900s is indirectly provided by Paoletti. In 1909, Carlo Körner, the administrative dir-
ector of the Teatro Regio in Turin, complained to the president of the Società Teatrale
Internazionale (STIN, the second of Mocchi’s international enterprises) that Carelli ‘was
meddling in administrative matters [in lieu of Mocchi] giving advice about the order in
which the productions should run; I leave to you to judge the moral benefit of such an
intrusion’.52 Because of the STIN’s inefficient planning, the Teatro Regio was experiencing
serious difficulties in that season and Carelli, who was hired to sing the role of Iris in the
theatre, added to the problems by being indisposed. However, the annoyance of Körner at
the prima donna’s ‘interference’ in matters of organisation in fact hints at the active role
that Carelli took within the Mocchi/Carelli operatic business from the beginning.

To get beyond the colourless historiography which erased Carelli from all this activity,
only to conveniently reintroduce her presence when required by this nonsensical narra-
tive, we need to set the record straight by acknowledging the singer’s highly unusual com-
bination of personal attributes. Possessed of a practical and well-organised mind,
intuitive, attentive to details but able to envisage the larger picture, profoundly knowl-
edgeable of the theatre, connected internationally, determined, self-confident and cer-
tainly able to think outside the box, Carelli’s personal and professional qualities made
her an ideal candidate to direct the Teatro Costanzi – which remained key to the overall
success of the international (and otherwise completely male-dominated) ventures revolv-
ing around it. Carelli’s plan to turn herself into the impresaria of one of Italy’s major
houses sits in a landscape of female achievement. Recent studies on the extraordinary
journeys of singers – including Caroline Miolan Carvalho, Fanny Tacchinardi-Persiani,
Pauline Viardot and Adelina Patti – have redefined our understanding of women’s influ-
ence on the operatic business as a whole, and research in theatre studies has revealed the
contributions of women of the stage to ideas of female personality and female individu-
ality.53 It is high time we acknowledged that Emma Carelli, through her unwavering com-
mitment to a life-project of her own, belongs in their illustrious company.

51 In two short notes, neither of which are identified by date or place, Carelli informs Re Riccardi that Mocchi
has arrived (we do not know from where) and needs to sort out the correspondence from Buenos Aires before the
three of them can meet up in an unspecified theatre that same evening; see Aut.028.A23.06, Fondo Boutet, Museo
Teatrale del Burcardo, Rome. In the second note, she invites Re Riccardi to come and see her the following night
at her benefit performance; see Aut.028.A23.07, Fondo Boutet.

52 ‘Ella si compiaceva d’ingerirsi, di dare consigli, degli ordini sulla disposizione degli spettacoli, con quanto
beneficio morale, lascio agli altri il giudicare’; see Paoletti, Mascagni, Mocchi, Sonzogno, 129.

53 See Lenard R. Berlanstein, Daughters of Eve: A Cultural History of French Theater Women from the Old Regime to the
Fin de Siècle (Cambridge, MA, 2001); Glenn, Female Spectacle; Sean M. Parr, Vocal Virtuosity: The Origins of the
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